August 3rd Meeting Minutes

Sponsorship:
- Doing a good job with food, problems addressed before meeting
- Get vegetarian/vegan options from BonChaz
- Bubble waffle dealt with
- Memory Corner agreed to 10% but price increased by almost $100
- In touch of Mango Yummy, want logo on website and have a booth with shaved ice with mango sauce, $500 for booth
- Gold’s gym - 400 of free 7 day gym trial, have tent
- Redbull - time of event, know what time to come → 11-2

Events:
- Four people doing the same task, no one on same page
- Need more updates
- Talk to each other more
- Certain amount of people working harder than others
- Don’t be afraid to ask for help
- More clarification for Day 1
- Need 7 buses
- Need a more detailed schedule/itinerary

*Ticket Sales - Leo Huang and Matthew Law

Marketing:
- Need to improve on website
- Preferred a page saying "coming soon" rather than old photos
- Having committee watermarks and description under those watermarks
- REGISTRATION IS OPENING SOON SO NEED WEBSITE TO BE DONE
- Hashtags: #SUSRXN2017 #BleedBlueUBC #ReactingThroughTime
- Tier system: Tier 1 (25) = $85, Tier 2 (50) = $90, Tier 3 (205) = $95

Logistics:
- Way over budget, need to communicate more on all expenses
- Finalizing t-shirts
- Final spreadsheet for goody bag
- 40 selfie sticks

Misc:
- Aside from updates talk about problems, needs to be solved as a committee

Bookings:
- Day 1: Hebb 3pm-12am
- Day 2: Rooms already sent
HR:
- Volunteers have been picked and emailed
- Need Day 1 and 2 itinerary
- Need to send logistics T-Shirt size
- Aug 26th is training day